Errata for The LEGO Architect (updated to 11th printing)

Page 77: The LEGO model of Villa Hillcrest was created by Ken, Amethel, and Kai Parel-Sewell.

Page 175: Under “Minifigure scale,” it should now read:
A popular approach is to design your model to fit a LEGO minifigure with a scale of around 1:40. Because LEGO minifigures are unrealistically short and wide, anything between 1:25 and 1:45 is considered minifigure scale.

Page 178: “Bright pink” should now read “dark pink” and “light pink” should now read “bright pink.”

Page 179: Rocco’s last name should be spelled with a single R: “Rocco Buttliere” and “about 30 colors” should now read “39 colors.”